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To the Editor,
In 1869, François- Sigismond Jaccoud1 

described a young patient with rheumatic 
fever (RF) and chronic joint deformities. As 
homage to this physician, these deformities 
are known as Jaccoud’s arthropathy (JA). 
Classical deformities observed in JA, such as 
swan neck, thumb subluxation, ulnar devia-
tion and ‘boutonniere’, are similar to those seen 
in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) but are charac-
teristically ‘reducible’ to passive movement. 
Moreover, on plain radiographs, there are no 
joint erosions. As RF has now become rare, JA 
has been described in association with several 
other disorders, particularly SLE. Although 
less common, it has also been described in 
other diffuse connective tissue disorders 
(DCTDs) such as systemic sclerosis, polymy-
ositis, Sjogren’s syndrome and vasculitis, as 
well as neoplastic diseases and even in normal 
individuals.

Although a ‘reducible’ pattern of arthrop-
athy is observed in the majority of JA cases, in 
most advanced cases, the joints may become 
fixed, sometimes referred as to ‘severe JA’,2 
which is clinically difficult to distinguish 
from RA. In such situations, misdiagnosis is 
common, with dangerous consequences.

Having a set of classification criteria for JA 
is mandatory for two main reasons, namely: 
(A) standardising patients for future clinical 
trials within a specific disease, for example, 
SLE; and (B) distinguishing patients with SLE 
and JA from those with RA, because the ther-
apeutic approach may be different for both. 
Unfortunately, none of the former proposed 
criteria have yet to be validated.

The first attempt to differentiate JA 
secondary to RA from RA was made by Bywa-
ters3 and consisted of a history of acute RF 
attacks; gradual development of joint defor-
mity, similar to swan neck and ulnar devia-
tion, correctable by voluntary effort in the 
early stage; tendon crepitus generally disease 
inactive; and the presence of a hook- like 
erosion.

Later, Murphy and Staple4 proposed similar 
criteria but added some features, such as the 
absence of rheumatoid factor.

In SLE, the first criteria for JA were devel-
oped by Alarcón- Segovia et al5, who classified 
deforming arthropathy in SLE as any devia-
tion of the metacarpal finger axes. However, 
patients without ulnar deviation but with 
other deformities, such as swan neck, might 
not be included; and overlapping of SLE with 
RA (rhupus) was not distinguished from JA.

Spronk et al6 developed a diagnostic ‘index’ 
to define the presence of JA in patients with 
SLE, taking into consideration the pres-
ence of different deformities and number of 
involved joints. JA was considered present if 
‘the score of the index exceeded 5 points’. 
However, no joints other than the hands were 
assessed; additionally, limited metacarpopha-
langeal joint extension, which is a later sign of 
JA, even if present in both hands, was assigned 
only two points.

In 1998, van Vugt et al7 merged the features 
of the criteria of Alarcón- Segovia et al and 
Spronk et al and proposed three different 
forms of deforming arthropathy in patients 
with SLE: ‘erosive (rhupus hand)’, ‘JA’ and 
‘mild non- erosive arthropathy’. The weakness 
of these criteria resides in the difficulty in 
separating the last two subgroups.

Our previously proposed criteria for JA8 
included ‘reducible’ deformities, the absence 
of erosion on plain radiograph, presence or 
history of articular inflammation and absence 
of similar deformities in other healthy 
members of the same family. However, 
patients with JA can have fixed deformities or 
even very aggressive forms, called ‘mutilans- 
type’ deformity with several joint sublux-
ations,9 which were not included in those 
criteria. Furthermore, such criteria classi-
fied JA in general, regardless of the type of 
systemic disease, excluding cases of ‘primary’ 
and ‘familial’ forms.

Herein, we tentatively proposed a new set 
of classification criteria, easy and practical, 
aiming to define the presence of Jaccoud- type 
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lupus arthropathy (JLA) to distinguish it from Jaccoud- 
type deformities seen in RA, other DCTDs, Parkinson’s 
disease, Ehlers- Danlos syndrome and Marfan syndrome, 
as well as ‘primary’ and ‘familial’ forms of arthropathy.

Thus, for JLA, all of the below criteria should be 
fulfilled:
1. SLE diagnosis based on the 2019 European League 

Against Rheumatism (EULAR)/American College of 
Rheumatology (ACR) criteria.10

2. Classic joint deformities, such as ‘ulnar deviation’, 
‘swan neck’, ‘z- thumb’, ‘boutonniere’ and ‘hallux val-
gum’.

3. No erosion on plain radiograph of the joints.
4. Exclusion of RA and other DCTDs based on the new-

est specific EULAR and or ACR criteria; heritable 
disorders of the connective tissue with joint hypermo-
bility such as, but not exclusively, Ehlers- Danlos and 
Marfan’s syndrome; and Parkinson’s disease.

The JLA may be of two types: (A) ‘classical’, when the 
deformities are ‘reducible’ by passive movement and 
(B) ‘severe’, when the deformities are fixed. This also 
accounts for very complex deformities with multiple joint 
subluxations (‘mutilans- type JA’).

We believe that the practicality of these classification 
criteria will easily allow for its validation in clinical studies. 
A validation study including individuals with several 
DCTDs is ongoing in our institution.
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